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Of all the obstacles and surprises managers know are heading their way each day, the one they least anticipate and prepare for is
the resignation of a seemingly happy and extremely valued employee. It’s the cement truck they never saw coming their way--but
they could have.This invaluable resource introduces managers to a powerful new engagement and retention tool that they
absolutely must begin utilizing ASAP: the stay interview. Smart companies and managers who have realized the importance of
being proactive with their employees and not taking anything for granted have begun conducting these periodic reviews in order to
discover why their important talent might leave and to solve any problems before they actually quit.Written by the retention expert
who pioneered the process, The Stay Interview shows managers how to: • Prepare for the stay interview• Anticipate an
employee's top issues• Respond to difficult questions• Listen effectively and dig deeper• Craft a detailed and effective stay plan
complete with timeline• Assess each employee's level of engagement, predict potential exits, and communicate results to upper
managementWhen you have the right people in place, you can’t risk losing them. Complete with the five best questions to ask and
sample scripts for different situations, The Stay Interview provides the key to saving yourself unnecessary headaches and
surprises.
Introduce future and current practitioners to the technical challenges, most recent research and today's most popular selection
tools with Gatewood/Feild/Barrick's HUMAN RESOURCE SELECTION, 7E. This book's advanced coverage details the
development and implementation of effective selection programs within today's organizations. A streamlined, yet thorough,
approach and numerous current examples focus on today's most important legal, global and ethical concerns; psychometric
measurement concepts; job analysis; predictors of job performance; and criteria measures. A new chapter on HR recruitment and
new coverage of staffing versus selection, external versus internal job candidates, and self-presentation beyond the structured
interview equips readers for success in HR selection today. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
From Hello to Goodbye is the HR professional's complete guide to understanding the various ways business relationships end,
managing disability and leave issues, properly classifying workers, maintaining an inclusive workplace, increasing retention, and
avoiding litigation. The second edition has been updated to reflect new research and best practices in addition to recent legal and
regulatory compliance complexities.
You have brushed up on the tough interview questions. You have covered every area of your resume including that three month
unemployment gap and you have studied up on the company. But there is one more thing you may not have thought of some
questions you want to ask in your interview. Many prospective employees do not realize, or forget, that the interview process is a
two way street. When the formal interview is over and the interviewer asks if you have any questions, now is the time to distance
yourself from the competition. You should be asking questions to determine whether you would be happy in the position or with the
company, but you need to ask the right questions. The questions you ask will help show what you can contribute to the
organization. They also can help you figure out if you want this job. In this groundbreaking new book you will find over two hundred
of the RIGHT kinds of questions to ask. You will be able to stand out from the others competing for the job and gain valuable
insight into what working for a company would be like. Atlantic Publishing is a small, independent publishing company based in
Ocala, Florida. Founded over twenty years ago in the company presidentâe(tm)s garage, Atlantic Publishing has grown to become
a renowned resource for non-fiction books. Today, over 450 titles are in print covering subjects such as small business, healthy
living, management, finance, careers, and real estate. Atlantic Publishing prides itself on producing award winning, high-quality
manuals that give readers up-to-date, pertinent information, real-world examples, and case studies with expert advice. Every book
has resources, contact information, and web sites of the products or companies discussed.
Mandated Benefits 2021 Compliance Guide is a comprehensive and practical reference manual that covers key federal regulatory
issues which must be addressed by human resources managers, benefits specialists, and company executives in all industries.
This comprehensive and practical guide clearly and concisely describes the essential requirements and administrative processes
necessary to comply with employment and benefits-related regulations. Mandated Benefits 2021 Compliance Guide includes indepth coverage of these and other major federal regulations and developments: HIPAA: Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act Wellness Programs: ADA and GINA regulations Mental Health Parity Act, as amended by the 21st Century
Cures Act Reporting Requirements with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission AAPs: final rules Pay Transparency Act
Mandated Benefits 2021 Compliance Guide helps take the guesswork out of managing employee benefits and human resources
by clearly and concisely describing the essential requirements and administrative processes necessary to comply with each
regulation. It offers suggestions for protecting employers against the most common litigation threats and recommendations for
handling various types of employee problems. Throughout the Guide are numerous exhibits, useful checklists and forms, and do's
and don'ts. A list of HR audit questions at the beginning of each chapter serves as an aid in evaluating your company's level of
regulatory compliance. In addition, Mandated Benefits 2021 Compliance Guide provides the latest information on: Family and
Medical Leave Substance Abuse in the Workplace Workplace Health and Safety Recordkeeping and Documentation Integrating
ADA, FMLA, Workers' Compensation, and Related Requirements Significant Developments at the EEOC Affirmative Action Plans
Retirement Savings Plans and Pensions Pay Practices and Administration Health, Life, and Disability Insurance Managing the
Welfare Benefits Package Human Resources Risk Management And much more! Previous Edition: Mandated Benefits 2020
Compliance Guide, ISBN 9781543818680

Strategies, arguments, tips, examples, and more for questioning plaintiffs, supervisors, human resource managers,
economists, statisticians, mental health experts, and vocational experts.
If you cant seem to get what you want, its time to learn how to negotiate like a pro. In this third revised and updated
edition of How to Negotiate like a Pro: How to Resolve Anything, Anytime, Anywhere (the first two editions won nine book
awards), Greenwood, with over 30 years of experience, has added a new chapter on How to Negotiate with Difficult
People, including pathological liars, narcissists, and bullies. Here is a sample of tips you will learn: Gain strategies and
practical tips for the negotiation process Learn what makes a good negotiator Close the deal Strategize how to win with a
narcissist Learn the ten questions to get the best deal Find out how to get the best salary and not leave money on the
table After reading Greenwoods 41 rules, you will soon be negotiating like a pro.
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Now with SAGE Publishing, Timothy S. Hatten’s Seventh Edition of Small Business Management equips students with
the tools they need to navigate the important financial, legal, marketing, managerial, and operational decisions to help
them create and maintain a sustainable competitive advantage in small business. Strong emphasis is placed on
application with Experiential Learning Activities and application of technology and social media throughout. New cases,
real-world examples, and illuminating features spotlight the diverse, innovative contributions of small business owners to
the economy. Whether students dream of launching a new venture, purchasing a franchise, managing a lifestyle
business, or joining the family company, they will learn important best practices for competing in the modern business
world. This title is accompanied by a complete teaching and learning package. Contact your SAGE representative to
request a demo. Digital Option / Courseware SAGE Vantage is an intuitive digital platform that delivers this text’s content
and course materials in a learning experience that offers auto-graded assignments and interactive multimedia tools, all
carefully designed to ignite student engagement and drive critical thinking. Built with you and your students in mind, it
offers simple course set-up and enables students to better prepare for class. Learn more. Assignable Video with
Assessment Assignable video (available with SAGE Vantage) is tied to learning objectives and curated exclusively for
this text to bring concepts to life. Watch a sample video on advice for new business owners. LMS Cartridge Import this
title’s instructor resources into your school’s learning management system (LMS) and save time. Don’t use an LMS?
You can still access all of the same online resources for this title via the password-protected Instructor Resource Site.
Learn more.
For over twenty-five years, Author Mary Greenwood has been resolving disputes in her professional career as an
Attorney, Mediator, Human Resources Director, Union Negotiator, and Labor Arbitrator. Her book how to Negotiate Like a
Pro, Which has won six book awards, was based on her experience as a Union Negotiator, the sequel how to Mediate
Like a Pro is based on her experience as a Mediator in over 7000 cases. Greenwood noticed that there were certain
Rules or characteristics of the cases that settled that were not present in the cases that did not settle. Greenwood lists
each Rule and Script and offers a concise explanation on how and when to use it in Mediation. How to Mediate Like a
Pro presents strategles and practical tips for the Mediation process it will give you insight on how to deal with difficult
parties how to break an impasse and how to close the deal. After you read this book, you will be able to Mediate Like A
Pro.
Recruiting, hiring, and retaining an excellent and diverse faculty is a top priority for colleges and universities nationwide.
Yet faculty serving on search committees (or hiring committees) receive little or no education about the search process.
Relying on both research and experience presenting hiring workshops to search committee members, the authors of this
guidebook provide advice and recommendations for conducting an effective faculty search. The book includes practical
suggestions for managing all stages of a faculty search as well as recommendations for ensuring that search committee
members recruit women and members of underrepresented groups into their applicant pools and consciously avoid the
influence of bias and assumptions in their evaluation of job candidates.
This is a guide to help you as an employer design and implement programs to ensure fair and equal treatment for all persons,
regardless of race, color, religion, sex or national origin, in all employment practices.
This new textbook provides a complete study of human resource management from the perspective of management and operation
in a hospitality environment. The hospitality industry continues to grow every day, bringing new challenges and opportunities. This
up-to-date textbook provides the information on effective human resource management that managers need to know to succeed in
today’s competitive hospitality business environment.
The ABA Journal serves the legal profession. Qualified recipients are lawyers and judges, law students, law librarians and
associate members of the American Bar Association.
Offers advice on opening a restaurant, including site selection, marketing, staff management, menu pricing, kitchen organization,
and cash overages.
Federal laws prohibiting job discriminationquestions and answersEEOC Compliance ManualHow to Mediate Like a Pro42 Rules
for Mediating DisputesiUniverse
What you need to know about the FMLA, whether your workers are on-site or remote The federal Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA)
helps employees balance the demands of work and family. But the law can be hard for employers to apply in the real world—especially when it
comes to tracking intermittent leave, completing the proper paperwork, and determining eligibility for different types of leave. This book has
the answers—in plain English—to every employer’s tough questions about the FMLA. It provides detailed information, sample forms, and tools
that will help you and your managers figure out: who is eligible for leave what types of leave are covered how much leave employees may
take, and how to comply with notice and other paperwork requirements. The 6th edition covers all of the latest changes to the FMLA,
including those related to the COVID-19 pandemic, as well as changes to state family and medical leave laws. With Downloadable Forms:
download an FMLA policy, notice forms, certification forms, checklists, and more (details inside).
The law of hiring is a patchwork of rules. Some are directly stated in federal or state statutes and regulations, some are interpreted or derived
from statutes, and others are rules of common law. In the public sector, other rules derive from the federal and state constitutions. This book
covers the law of recruitment and selection as it applies to North Carolina local government and community college employers. The book will
also benefit mental health authorities, water and sewer authorities, public health authorities, local ABC boards, and Councils of Government.
Initial chapters of the book survey the various rules that comprise the law of hiring for public employers. Later chapters look more closely at
the different stages of the hiring process. Although the book primarily focuses on how laws impact North Carolina local governments, it also
covers these federal laws applicable to other states: -Fair Credit Reporting Act -Immigration Reform and Control Act -Americans with
Disabilities Act -Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act -federal anti-discrimination laws -Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
(EEOC) The book includes an index of cases, an index of statutes, a subject index, and five appendixes related to small employers,
affirmative action, validation of employment selection devices, the Fair Credit Reporting Act, and the EEOC.
A comprehensive legal theory is needed to prevent the persistence of sexual harassment. Although requiring sexual favors as a quid pro quo
for job retention or advancement clearly is unjust, the task of translating that obvious statement into legal theory is difficult. To do so, one
must define sexual harassment and decide what the law's role in addressing harassment claims should be. In Sexual Harassment of Working
Women,' Catharine Mac-Kinnon attempts all of this and more. In making a strong case that sexual harassment is sex discrimination and that
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a legal remedy should be available for it, the book proposes a new standard for evaluating all practices claimed to be discriminatory on the
basis of sex. Although MacKinnon's "inequality" theory is flawed and its implications are not considered sufficiently, her formulation of it
makes the book a significant contribution to the literature of sex discrimination. MacKinnon calls upon the law to eliminate not only sex discrimination but also most instances of sexism from society. She uses traditional theories in an admittedly strident manner, and relies upon
both traditional and radical-feminist sources. The results of her effort are mixed. The book is at times fresh and challenging, at times
needlessly provocative. -- https://www.jstor.org (Sep. 30, 2016).
Employers everywhere today must delicately balance the need to maintain a safe and proper workplace with employees rights and the risk of
liability. The fact that new technologies make it easier for employers to monitor their employees whereabouts, communications, and activities
only serves to make the issue more acute. Now, in this collection of essays by outstanding scholars and practitioners in U.S. labour law and
practice, employers and their legal counsel will find a broad array of important contributions to the law and study of workplace privacy. Based
on papers delivered at the 58th annual labour conference of the New York University Center on Labor and Employment Law, this book
reflects and analyzes recent developments, providing the best comprehensive work on U.S. workplace privacy. How far should employers be
allowed to go in monitoring employers? Where do employers rights to run their businesses end and employees privacy rights begin? Is the
existing law sufficient to resolve recurring conflicts? These are among the big questions tackled in these articles. Among the many specific
issues covered are the following: use of global positioning systems (GPS) in tracking employees; background checking for job applicants;
email monitoring; physical monitoring of employees; scope and lawfulness of so-called lawful activity laws; employer involvement in
employees nonworkplace behaviour (e.g., drug testing); employees rights of association; regulation of fraternizing and dating among
employees; employee privacy issues in employer-union bargaining; privacy issues in public sector employment; privacy issues and threats of
terrorism; and efforts by employers to verify employees nationality and immigration status. Authors pay special attention to fast-break
developments such as in the extraterritorial reach of the European Union s data protection directive and the current status of the U.S.
National Labor Relations Board s Register-Guard decision. A special feature is a very early draft of a chapter of the forthcoming Restatement
(Third) of Labor and Employment Law made available through the graces of the American Law Institute on the U.S. common law of employee
privacy rights. As always, this important annual publication offers definitive current scholarship in its theme area of labour and employment
law. As such, it will be of inestimable value to practitioners, government officials, academics, and others interested in developments in
employment and labour relations law and practice.
A revised handbook for would-be restaurateurs offers valuable advice on opening a restaurant, including site selection, creating a business
plan, marketing, staff management, menu pricing, kitchen organization, and cash overages. Original.

The Practical Guide to Employment Law is a comprehensive desk manual for HR managers, risk managers, and
employment lawyers. it covers federal employment laws in plain-English, giving readers the practical information
necessary to apply the laws, As well as providing readers with essential court cases and tips for compliance in every
chapter. the Practical Guide to Employment Law includes a compliance checklist section -- where readers can learn the
various laws that apply to such topics as hiring, terminations, and benefits. it also includes a supervisory training section
on several laws, including FMLA and ADA. Topics covered include: the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA)
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) COBRA/HIPAA Healthcare Continuation Coverage the Drug-Free Workplace
Act and Drug Testing Employee Polygraph Protection Act of 1988 (EPPA) Employee Retirement Income Security Act
(ERISA) the Equal Pay Act (EPA) the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) the Family & Medical Leave Act (FMLA) the
Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA) Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978 (PDA) Title VII And The Civil
Rights Act of 1991 (CRA '91) the Worker Adjustment and Retraining Act (WARN) the National Labor Relations Act
(NLRA) Plus defamation, negligent hiring, employee privacy, whistle-blowing and retaliation, wrongful discharge, and
affirmative action
PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING: PRINCIPLES, APPLICATIONS, AND ISSUES, Eighth Edition explains the fundamentals
of psychological testing, their important applications, and the controversies that emerge from those applications in
clinical, education, industrial, and legal settings. Robert M. Kaplan and Dennis P. Saccuzzo's engaging and thorough text
demonstrates how psychological tests are constructed and used, both in a professional setting and in everyday lives.
Part I focuses on the core concepts that affect the evaluation of all tests. Part II discusses the major types of
psychological tests, while Part III looks at present-day issues affecting testing such as bias, laws, and ethics. Chapters
are independent enough to allow instructors to structure their class to achieve course objectives. A multitude of test
profiles and sample items illustrate how psychological testing is used and reported. Real-life case studies demonstrate
the uses and misuses of psychological testing, helping to maximize student interest, while Technical Example boxes
assist students in grasping complex statistical concepts. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This best-selling text will show you the basic concepts and techniques you need to successfully communicate in today's
business world, regardless of your current level of business experience. Covering every aspect of the communication
process, COMMUNICATING FOR RESULTS: A GUIDE FOR BUSINESS AND THE PROFESSIONS, Tenth Edition, will
give you a competitive edge in any business situation--from the initial interview to making skilled presentations (complete
with professional visual aids) to assuming a leadership role. In addition, you'll find online video clips of common
professional scenarios paired with the concepts from the text give you a realistic glimpse into the business world.
COMMUNICATING FOR RESULTS: A GUIDE FOR BUSINESS AND THE PROFESSIONS, Tenth Edition, is your
opportunity to see how theory translates into practical action--and how that knowledge will help you improve your chance
of career success! Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
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